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John W. Doe –  Scan from 17 Jan 2018, 10:44

1 The Dynamics of Temperament

This report reveals the temperamental proportions currently expressed in the
personality of this examinee.

80% Choleric

20% Sanguine

0% Melancholic

0% Phlegmatic

The temperamental  proportion is  80% CHOLERIC and 20% SANGUINE.  This
temperamental  configuration is  a  predominantly  stable one,  with emphasis  on
the CHOLERIC type, therefore, the PERFORMER may have strong stability in the
case of  the evaluated person.  There is  still  a  possibility  for  the person to
manifest according to a COLLABORATOR.

The CHOLERIC can have organizational and leadership skills, problem-solving
and  decision-making  abilities.  Extraverted  and  confident,  the  choleric  may  be
prone to authority and have a low tolerance of contrary opinions. May have low
emotional control or low patience, as well as a need for control and approval.
Has a tendency to influence others.
The SANGUINE can easily initiate interpersonal interactions, can be adaptable,
flexible,  and  creative,  with  good  communication  and  socializing  skills,  with
sense  of  humor  and  a  tendency  for  optimism  and  high  emotional
expressiveness. The sanguine might have a pronounced need for approval and
a low tolerance for criticism.
The MELANCHOLIC can be attentive to details,  fair  and accurate, preferring
analysis  and  schematization  over  spontaneous  activities.  May  have  high
standards  and  a  perfectionistic  tendency,  manifesting  low  tolerance  of
frustration,  communication  issues,  or  preference  toward  individualism  and
solitary activities.
The  PHLEGMATIC  can  be  calm,  balanced  and  serious,  appeasing  and
trustworthy,  resistant  to  effort,  consistent  and meticulous,  as  well  as  stable in
opinions and predictable in reactions. The phlegmatic may have a pronounced
need  for  respect  toward  his  own  rhythm  and  a  diminished  flexibility  toward
change. May have tendencies toward spirituality.

introvert extravert

2 Personality Type

This report ranks sixteen personality types in
a radar chart, allowing quick identification of a
basic type (the best fit), of potential types (the
nearest),  and  of  the  "shadow"  type  (least
suitable) for the examinee. 

The most active personality type at the time of testing is the PERFORMER, who has the behavioral styles:  MEDIATOR and ORGANIZER,
typical for the CHOLERIC.

THE  PERFORMER  is  practical,  organized,  affective,  open,  sociable,  trustworthy,  adaptable,  reasonable  and  realistic,  conscientious,
perseverant and consistent, tranquil, stable and patient, a conservative and routine lover, and tidy and meticulous. Possible negative
aspects: Predisposition toward conventionality, subjectiveness, predictability, low imagination, or mimicry.

This individual's personality can always show typical characteristics for a COLLABORATOR, MANAGER, DIPLOMAT and a  POLITICIAN.

The opposite personality type, the "shadow," reflects a set of opposite characteristics of the examinee. Some may be found in the main
configuration of the person’s temperament, but for optimal personal development, it may be beneficial to improve the negative aspects
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of the "shadow" type. In this case, the opposite type is the  VISIONARY, vocation that belongs to the MELANCHOLIC temperament. The
examinee  could  benefit  from  enhancing  negative  aspects  specific  to  the  "shadow"  type   VISIONARY,  in  order  to  optimize  the  
PERFORMER temperamental configuration, if this is deemed useful. If the person believes the main personality type identified does not
favor him or her, it is recommended to develop specific characteristics of an appropriate potential type.

THE  VISIONARY  is  intuitive,  flexible,  logical,  reserved,  abstract,  expressive  and  emotional,  analytical  and  contemplative,  curious,
objective and systematic,  complex and sensitive, efficient and demanding, ingenious, and provocative, with scientifical spirit.  Possible
negative aspects: The visionary may have a tendency toward skepticism, low tolerance, low pragmatism, and high emotivity and may be
defensive and sensitive to criticism.

3 Tendencies

VERBAL ACTIVITIES manifested Using words in a creative manner for informing and communicating.

ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES manifested Using imagination for written expression, art, music, or design.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES strongly manifested Using physical strength for lucrative activities, sports, or leisure.

EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITIES manifested Using  scientific  and  research  abilities,  like  observation,  recording,
deduction, knowledge apprehension, or results analysis.

ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITIES strongly manifested Efficiently  and  responsibly  using  resources,  administrating  and
reglementating  financial,  judicial,  and  other  kinds  of  matters.

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES strongly manifested Using the capacity to identify and capitalize business opportunities,
making use of the motivation for personal success and profit.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES strongly manifested Using personal resources to help others in their own development,
activities for counseling, caregiving or assistance.

4 Abilities and aptitudes

CONCENTRATION CAPACITY strongly manifested Necessary  for  performing  types  of  activities  where  attention  to
details is essential;

SPATIAL VISION manifested Indicates  potential  for  design  and  architecture,  as  well  as
tendencies toward technology and engineering;

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS strongly manifested Relevant  for  the  comprehension  of  phenomena,  of  devices,  of
conceptual issues associated to engineering;

VERBAL UNDERSTANDING strongly manifested
Useful for using words in analysis, for precision in communication,
associated to literary, judicial, administrative, and communication
areas;

NUMERICAL ABILITIES strongly manifested
Reveal resources in using numbers for commercial activities based
on  statistics,  for  technical  activities  based  on  research  and
documentation;

LOGICAL ABILITIES manifested
Reveal  the  logical  reasoning  required  in  science  for  obtaining
information through research and documenting, for extracting the
essential details;

ANALYSIS-SYNTHESIS ABILITIES manifested Reveal  the  ability  to  logically  approach  problem-solving  without
being influenced by insignificant information or subjective factors;
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5 Cerebral frequencies
Cerebral Frequency of the Left Hemisphere Cerebral Frequency of the Right Hemisphere

The charts show the brain frequencies of the two hemispheres, providing information about the cerebral resting state and the state of
normal or intense activity, as well as about the existence of synchronicity between frequencies of the two hemispheres (where this is
identified), which would indicate cortical stability (normality). If this synchronicity is lacking, further clinically advanced evaluations will
be recommended. 

Left cortex is in normal activity. Right cortex is in normal activity. Synchronicity is found between frequencies of the two hemispheres.

*This report reveals the proportions of temperament types that are currently expressed in the personality of this examinee.

**Before running a MindMi™ scan, consider the data you already have about your examinee (e.g. a previous interview, psychological
test results or practical tasks) and combine it with your domain-specific knowledge. It’s important to note that MindMi™ System does not
treat or diagnose.


